KLIMT and THE GLORIOUS GOLD
Kanata Art Club on Zoom with Andrea Mossop
Saturday November 19: 9-12 class, and 1-3 pm. studio time + consult
+Sunday November 20: 912 class plus notes preparatory to workshop.
Exuberant colour in elegant shapes, richly patterned intricate designs define
the appeal and sensuous beauty of Klimt's paintings of the human form,
fabric, flowers and verdant landscapes.
This workshop is a primer on abstraction. You will learn how to create
simple, flat shape-zones, harmoniously arranged in dramatic colour and
pattern into ordered compositions to achieve this airy, revitalizing quality of
painting that freed itself from carefully rendered representation in favour of
mesmerizing effects.
Learn how, and significantly why, Klimt and the Austrian arts movement at
the turn of the twentieth century freely extended the legacy of Eastern,
Byzantine and Medieval art and how Klimt's paintings inform contemporary
art.
Medium of choice: watercolour; gouache; oil; acrylic; collage; mixed media.
All levels of experience.

Supply List and Considerations for Preparing
Create an image for your painting, playful in spirit.
Looking to Klimt's full range of work for inspiration, both his summer landscapes on
the lake in the mountains at Attersea in Austria, and his varied gurative works,
including women, children.
Consider including a gure wearing a fabulous fabric with owered or geometric
patterning; for example, an allegorical gure such as Spring, History, Music, Hope or a
portrait.
Plan background to include nature’s pattern; not a realist representation of nature,
rather a stylization inspired by nature, owers, grass, and trees. Again, refer to Klimt’s
work for inspiration.
I recommend that you visit the National Gallery of Canada and see Klimt's large vertical
painting called Hope.

You will learn to:
1. Simplify. to abstract
2. Compose shapes, shapes under pressure, pressing in and pushing out, as if
pressing large pillow-like bubble packaging into a box.
2. Emphasize atness, through de ned shapes and pattern.
3. Create a mesmerizing, hypnotic e ect through rhythm and repetition.
4. Use the power of the non-real background, referencing the power of other-worldly
space in the gold backgrounds of religious icons.
5. Strengthen the arrangement through the contrast between organic and geometric
shapes.
6. Employ the more dynamic tertiary colours such as coral pinks, aquas, varied greens
for their lightness and oral qualities.
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7. Either as collage or as painted shapes in your image, engage the act of abstraction
through at patterned pieces = "reasserting the atness of the 2D picture plane".

•

Colours: For this painting workshop, look to use the tertiary colours as named
on your colour wheel. Those are the intermediaries between a primary and a
secondary, which you can create as mixes or use as pigments straight from the
tube, such as "green gold", yellow-orange, “salmon pink” and “teal blue-greens"
and "magenta red-violet". Plus gold*, as desired, and other experimental
metallics and iridescent paints.

•

Gold…optional use of gold….. as paint, as ink, as foil paper, as faux-gold leaf if
you know how to use it.

•

Reminder: oil paint can go over acrylic but acrylic products, including clear
medium or gel medium as glue, cannot go over oil paint.

•

Mediums for making your paint more uid. In acrylic, a clear uid medium or
acrylic glazing medium. In oil, walnut oil or linseed oil or Gamblin's solvent free
gel. If you wish my handout on the safe and non-toxic handling of traditional oil
paint, please email me.
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Colours: Please bring your rainbow selection of colours. Suggestions include, all
are optional: cadmium red; cadmium yellow light or hansa yellow or lemon
yellow, alizarin crimson, ultramarine blue or cobalt blue, viridian green,
permanent or emerald green, green gold, cobalt or dioxazine violet, raw sienna
or yellow ochre or Indian yellow, burnt sienna, Prussian or thalo blue, black,
white (oil painters may prefer soft mixing white or ake hue).
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You can also use pen and inks, watercolour pencils, or any other medium that
will incorporate with your main painting medium. The detail and pattern will
require ne lines so please have ne brushes or pen nibs, or paint markers
(available as oil paint markers as well).
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Collage: this is purely optional according to your preferences. You can play with
patterned paper in lieu of painting pattern, a meditative practise in itself. Use
scrapbook paper available at dollar and craft stores, book end paper, bits of
patterned paper from any source. Clear uid medium or gel medium works as a
glue. These sections could be enhanced and modi ed by painting over parts.
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Drawing on canvas preparatory to painting: Watercolour pencils or watercolour
crayons are excellent for drawing on canvas as the colours incorporate into the
paint.. Chalk and pastel optionally xed with clear uid acrylic medium may also
be used. Optional to draw your work out on board or canvas in advance of the
workshop.
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Medium of choice: watercolour; gouache; oil; acrylic; collage mixed media. Klimt
painted in oil. . Oil painters may prefer to begin with acrylic to aid the drying time
of the rst layers, then nish in oil. Alternatively as a beginning, one can sketch/
block in in soft coloured pastel and x the lines with clear uid acrylic medium.
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Supplies:

•

Oil painters: clean up with Murphy’s Oil Soap available at grocery, hardware and
Dollarama, highly recommended for conditioning your brushes.

•

Brushes: minimum 4 brushes in a range of sizes appropriate to the size of your
canvas, in shapes of your choice to pointed sable-like brushes for detail.

•

Palette of choice

•

Sketchbook or notebook and pen for capturing thoughts and notes.

•

Rag. Foam make-up sponges are very useful for painting with. Painting knife
also recommended. Oil paintings leave oily rag open to dry over easel or
outside.

•

1 or 2 Surfaces: board, canvas or surface according to medium. Size and format
shape of choice. Klimt uses the tall vertical, the wider rectangle, the broad
horizontal and the square landscape, each shape chosen according to what he
wants to express. Consider size and shape carefully, and boldly.

•

Prime your boards or canvases in advance with additional two coats gesso,
sanded lightly between coats, to provide a smooth ground . A smooth surface,
such as birch veneer cradleboard, masonite or hardboard, will set up the jewellike quality of the colour. Also in advance, and optional, you may ‘tone’ your
canvas with a dilute wash of a colour of your choice if you prefer to paint on a
coloured surface.

•

You may simply work on the one painting or you may prefer to have another
small image on the side for when the energy runs out on one so you can work
on two paintings simultaneously over the two days.

•

Subject for your image: look at works by Klimt online or in books. Books are still
a wonderful reference, and there are many many books on Klimt's hypnotic
works. Inspired by Klimt, consider a gure, fabric and background…his
nebulous bodied gures are easy to work with. You can also look to examples of
his landscapes and garden scenes. Your choice, your creativity….. inspired by
Klimt.

•

Please bring reference photos for background of your choice and/ or for the
model and marvellous patterned out t. Look through home decorating and
fashion magazines. Use your imagination generously.

I look forward to working with you.
Best regards,

Andrea
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andreamossop@me.com

